
1st Day : Marrakech 

Arrival to Marrakech Menara airport. Welcome and assistance. Transfer to your hotel. 

 

2nd Day : Marrakech historical  

Breakfast at the hotel. Beginning of the visit of Marrakech '' the pearl of the south''.  

Second of the four Imperial cities, rose-red-oasis at the foot of the High Atlas Mountains, founded in 
1062. Your historical visit will includes: the stately 12th century Koutoubia minaret, built by same 
architect as the Giralda in Seville and Tour Hassan in Rabat, the secret 16th century tombs of the 
Saadian Dynasty, the Menara Gardens.  

Afternoon, continuation of the visit: the medina, the souks and the famous Jemaa El Fna square with its 
permanent entertainment, narrators, charmers of snakes… 

Overnight at the hotel. 

 

3rd Day : Marrakech Gardens  

Breakfast at the hotel. 

The pride and joy of Marrakech are its gardens which are taken care of with an age-old passion that 
dates back to the days of the Almoravids. The truth is that there wouldn't even be a palm tree in 
Marrakech if these sovereigns hadn't started planting them. Since then, the number of parks has 
multiplied and no one here finds it strange that a garden, like a building, can boast antique origins. This 
is the case of the Agdal, a word that means garden, created in the XII century by the Almohad Abd el-
Moumen. Much smaller and cozier, the garden of the Menara has a pavilion surrounded by cypresses 
which seems to have been the place where the sultan met his mistresses. As for Marrakech’s famous 
palm grove, which has an area of 13,000 hectares, it has no less than 100,000 trees. The Majorelle 
gardens, located north-east of Gueliz. Created in the '20s by the French painter Jacques Majorelle, these 
unique gardens are home to bougainvilleas, coconut, banana and palm trees as well as rare and exotic 
plants, some of which have strange and menacing forms.  

Afternoon at leisure. Overnight at your hotel. 

 

 4th Day : Marrakech / Ourika Valley / Marrakech (100 Km) 

After breakfast, we shall make a 9O minute excursion south to the beautiful Ourika Valley in those High 
Atlas Mountains you can see from your hotel, whose stream meanders through orchards, ancient 
terraced fields, gardens and small pisé (adobe) villages clawed from the mountain sides by the 
independent Berber tribesmen.  We shall continue on up to the last village in the valley – Setti Fadma – 
where those athletes amongst us might wish to clamber up the rocky path for some 40 minutes to the 
waterfalls, which also offer a panoramic view of the mountain ranges. Those who don’t may take a 



snack here overlooking the stream and surrounded by mountains awaiting the return of the more 
adventurous. Returning to Marrakech in time for lunch, the remainder of afternoon is at leisure.  

 

5th Day : Marrakech Wellness  

Breakfast at the hotel.  

Day will be devoted to your body. You can relax and experience a traditional Moroccan massage using 
natural products specially made for you beauty: Facials, manicures and pedicures are also available to 
complement the relaxing effect of the hammam. 

A complete list of the body and skin treatments available at your Wellness Center… 

Rest of the day at leisure. 

Overnight at your hotel.  

 

6th Day: Marrakech / Departure  

After breakfast at the hotel, transfer to Casablanca Mohamed V airport in time for you flight home, 
taking with you some certainly incredible memories of our land so full of remarkable contrasts and very 
friendly people. Assistance to flight formalities.                                                                                                                         


